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Lessonplan addition
conspiracy theories (higher level)

Lesson 1 (1 lesson = 50 min)

Conspiracy theories (i.e. ‚flat-earth‘-theories or anti-vaccination-theories) also touch upon the issue of 
“fake news”. Fuelling prejudices and stereotypes, they have been around for long and still circulate 

online reaching a larger audience than ever before. Often “fake news” stories also build on conspiracy 
theories to spread hatred towards certain groups of people. This lessonplan should help you to address 

the topic in class and to deconstruct conspiracy theories together with your students.

Discussion: Addressing conspiracy theories with the help of a recent example

As already outlined, quite often conspiracy theories are the basis of "fake news" stories. They are not 
always visible right away. Therefore it makes sense, to find a recent example that you can present in 
class to initiate discussion.

F.e.: Lately innocent Romani people have been attacked in suburban areas of Paris and have been 
accused of kidnapping children. Before those incidents according messages were spread online. 
Find out more f.e. here: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/28/world/europe/roma-kidnap-rumors-
france.html 

Option 1:
- Present this or another chase of your choice to your students with the help of a short presentation.

Option 2:
- Choose a newspaper article about the incidents and read it together with your students.

Continuation Option 1 and 2: Discussion
- Discuss the following questions with your students:
* What is the conspiracy theory behind the case?
* Why does this conspiracy theory work? (Connection of emotion and prejudice)
* Who is the victim group?
* What is the purpose of "conspiring against somebody"?
* What is the intention?
* How can conspiracy theories be detected? What are their characteristics?
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Lesson 2 + 3

Research: Choosing a conspiracy theory
Learning more about different conspiracy theories.

- Choose a number of conspiracy theories and ascribe one to each group of students OR let your students 
group together and choose a conspiracy theory themselves. 
- They should now conduct research and analyse it with the help of the questions stated above.
- Let them create posters and present their outcomes in front of the class.

Conspiracy theories - characteristics:
- Mixing facts with invented claims
- Storytelling in order to establish conclusive "theory" 
- Building on stereotypical enemy images ("we and them")
(e.g. Jews, asylum seekers, Mossad, aliens)
- Proponents move in homogeneous circles (bubble!)

How to detect conspiracy theories:
- Conspiracy theories leave nothing open - there is always an explanation
- They claim that there is secrecy through the "powerful" with a very small "well-informed circle"
- Arguments that don't support the theory are declared as lies ("lying press")
- Source check!

Different kinds of conspiracy theories:
- scapegoat-theories as a political weapon (f.e. jewish world conspiracy)
- shock-theories as a reaction to traumatising events where the obvious explanation is "too 
simple" (f.e. 9/11 conspiracy theories)
- mystery-theories (f.e. reptoids)
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